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The intercooled gas turbine obtained by adopting an indirect heat exchanger into an existing gas turbine is one of the candidates
for developing high-power marine power units. To simplify such a strong coupled nonlinear system reasonably, the feasibility
and availability of qualifying equivalent effectiveness as the only parameter to evaluate the intercooler behavior are investigated.
Regarding equivalent effectiveness as an additional degree of freedom, the steady state model of a marine intercooled gas turbine
is developed and its off-design performance is analyzed. With comprehensive considerations given to various phase missions of
ships, operational flexibility, mechanical constraints, and thermal constraints, the operating curve of the intercooled gas turbine
is optimized based on graphical method in three-dimensional performance space. The resulting operating curve revealed that the
control strategy at the steady state conditions for the intercooled gas turbine should be variable cycle control. The necessity of
integration optimization design for gas turbine and intercooler is indicated and the modeling and analysis method developed in
this paper should be beneficial to it.

1. Introduction

Continuous improvement of gas turbines performance is
an eternal topic. For conventional gas turbines, this can
be achieved mainly by increasing overall pressure ratio
(OPR) and turbine inlet temperature (TIT). However, the
level of OPR and TIT depends on future advancements
in material and cooling technology [1, 2]. Complex cycle
provides another approach for improving performance of gas
turbines. Intercooling reconstruction based on existing gas
turbines has been demonstrated as a practicable method for
developing complex cycle [3, 4].

An intercooler with minimum size, lowest pressure
losses, and maximum effectiveness should be suggested for
enhancing the performance of an intercooled gas turbine.
As these requirements tend to conflict with each other, the
optimization of an intercooler becomes more important.
Xiao [5] studied a multiobjective model and then selected
an improved Alopex algorithm in the work of intercooler
optimization. Dong et al. [6] designed and optimized a
modularized intercooler for marine gas turbine. Optimiza-
tion and assessment of a cross-flow heat exchanger for

advanced intercooled cycle aero engines were carried out
using CFDmethod by Kim et al. [7].The correlation between
heat transfer and loss characteristics has been emphasized
during conceptual design of a two-pass cross-flow aeroengine
intercooler [8]. Zhao et al. [9] studied the effects of different
materials and different coolants on intercooler performance
and developed intercooler optimization by using simulated
annealing algorithm. We found that, in previous research
activities for intercooler optimization, inlet parameters of
the cold side were often assumed as a constant or a range.
And inlet parameters of hot side were often estimated by the
operation conditions of the existing gas turbines. In practice
the variation of inlet parameters makes the optimization of
intercoolers more complicated. Even though the off-design
behavior of an existing gas turbine was fully considered, we
could not ensure the optimized intercooler optimal because
intercooling will make the working points jump from the
existing (original) gas turbine to the intercooled (new) gas
turbine.

On the other hand, satisfactory performance design of an
intercooled gas turbine at steady state conditions depends on
off-design behavior investigations. There are many previous
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studies about gas turbine optimization. Some guiding prin-
ciples for assessing part-load performance of different gas
turbine schemes have been indicated byMallinson and Lewis
[10] as early as 1948. Methods and conclusions in this litera-
ture offer insight into studies of intercooled cycle, although
some approximations have been made; for example, pressure
loss in the intercooler was assumed to be small percentage
of the entry pressure, and temperature after intercooler was
regarded as constant. da Cunha Alves et al. [11] found that
the efficiency advantages of the intercooled cycles appeared
at high OPR, and the intercooler location was suggested to
be after the early stages of the compressor, by comparing
intercooled cycle with other cycles. Wang et al. [12] obtained
thrice-maximum power of an irreversible closed intercooled
regenerated Brayton cycle based on considering various
losses in heat exchangers and treating some original design
parameters such as intercooler effectiveness and seawater
outlet temperature as constant. Chen et al. [13–16] studied a
modeling approach for a triple-shaft open ICR gas turbine
and obtained analytical formulas of the cycle’s performance
with 19 pressure drop losses, as well as optimizing the
performance of the model cycle, reaching some valuable
conclusions. Canière et al. [17] studied the influence of
various outlet pressure and temperature of intercooler and
consequent various cooling air parameters on the gas turbine.
Many of the aforementioned studies that carried out the
effect of intercooler on gas turbine performance nevertheless
did not value the effect of gas turbine performance back on
intercooler enough.

So it is necessary to consider the intercooler and the gas
turbine simultaneously, not only in intercooler optimization
but also in gas turbine optimization. Researchers clarified
the importance of coupling of intercoolers and gas turbines
recently, mainly in aeroengine field [18–20].

In the work presented here, a coupling model of a
marine intercooled gas turbine is established for off-design
behavior analysis. Based on optimizing operating curve in
three-dimensional performance space, subsection control is
deduced for the marine intercooled gas turbine at the steady
state.

2. Description of Research Object

The schematic layout of an typical intercooled gas turbine for
marine application is shown in Figure 1 with station numbers
definition.Themain features of the intercooled gas turbine in
this study are summarized below:

(1) The intercooled gas turbine is developed from an
existing dual-shaft gas generator with a power tur-
bine, only by inserting an intercooler between the low
pressure compressor (LPC) and high pressure com-
pressor (HPC). Although the redesigning of some
components (compressor and turbine stages, com-
bustion chamber, etc.) can improve the performance
of intercooled gas turbine [3, 4], the minimum con-
version here has many advantages such as inheriting
the reliability of the prototype, reducing design and
development cost, and using all component char-
acteristic maps available. The increase of the low

pressure shaft dimension and corresponding deteri-
orative mechanical performance is ignored here.

(2) The indirect fluid coupling intercooler is composed of
two parts, that is, the on-engine intercooler and the
off-engine intercooler. This kind of configuration is
mainly based on the consideration of assembly space,
corrosion resistance, and maintainability. Through
the medium of ethylene glycol (EG) solution with
50% volume fraction, a part of heat in compressed
air at LPC outlet transfers to seawater in two steps.
Consequently output power of the intercooled gas
turbine increases because of less work required for
HPC.

(3) The negative effects of intercooling have been
reported in previous studies [11, 18, 20–23], but the
power consumption of pumps to drive intercoolers
has received limited attention. One way to reflect
the drawback of the intercooling better is regarding
the pumps as customers of the output power
offered by the intercooled gas turbine. But this will
strengthen the coupling among gas turbine, on-
engine intercooler, and off-engine intercooler, which
makes the task of modeling and analyzing more
challenging.

3. Off-Design Behavior Model

In order to ensure the trade-off between validity and com-
plexity of the off-design behavior model, some necessary
assumptions are made as follows:

(1) For highlighting the interaction between the inter-
cooler and the existing gas turbine in the strongly
coupled system, the operation environment will be
restricted to sea-level in a standard atmosphere
at temperature of 273.15 K (15∘C) and pressure of
101.325 kPa (1 atm).

(2) For simplifying the coupling between the on-engine
intercooler and the off-engine intercoolermoderately,
we assume the complex process of heat exchange
between ambient air and seawater performed thor-
oughly and the air/sea temperature difference will
be ignored. In fact the air/sea temperature difference
generally varies near the zero under the influence of
many factors [24–26].

(3) The condensation of moist air will be ignored with
regard to the working fluid on the air side as ideal gas.

3.1. Definition of Equivalent Effectiveness. The information
flow in the model of the intercooled gas turbine is illustrated
in Figure 2. The coupling between the two heat exchangers
is mainly reflected in that the coolant of EG solution acts as
cooling fluid in on-engine intercooler and as the heating fluid
in off-engine intercooler simultaneously. So the temperature
of EG flowing into the on-engine intercooler (𝑇EG.in.on)
equals the temperature of EG flowing out of the off-engine
intercooler (𝑇EG.out.off ), and similarly the inlet temperature
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Figure 1: Schematic layout of intercooled gas turbine for marine application.
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Figure 2: Information flow in the model of intercooled gas turbine.

of EG in off-engine intercooler (𝑇EG.in.off ) equals the outlet
temperature of EG in on-engine intercooler (𝑇EG.out.on).

In order to provide a reduced ordermodel suitable for the
intercooled gas turbine, the two heat exchangers are regarded
as one. Imitating the forms of effectiveness of ordinary heat
exchangers, a nondimensional parameter named equivalent
effectiveness (𝜀eq) is defined for the indirect fluid coupling
intercooler as

𝜀eq = 𝑇𝑎.in − 𝑇𝑎.out
𝑇𝑎.in − 𝑇𝑠.in , (1)

where 𝑇𝑎.in, 𝑇𝑎.out, and 𝑇𝑠.in are inlet temperature of com-
pressed air, outlet temperature of compressed air, and inlet
temperature of seawater, respectively.

With LPC working at a certain operating condition,
𝑇𝑎.in (equal to the outlet temperature of LPC, 𝑇12) can be
determined. Based on the second assumption above (i.e.,𝑇𝑠.in
equals the intake temperature of the gas turbine), formula (1)
shows that 𝑇𝑎.out (equal to the inlet temperature of HPC, 𝑇21)
is correlative only with 𝜀eq.

Once 𝑇𝑎.in and 𝑇𝑎.out are known, the pressure drop of the
air flow (Δ𝑃𝑎) in the intercooler can be determined using an
iterative algorithm.The concrete implementation steps about
such an iterative algorithm are listed below.

Step 1. Suppose Δ𝑃𝑎 as the initial value of the pressure drop
and calculate corresponding outlet pressure (𝑃21) of the air
flow in the intercooler.
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Step 2. Determine the inlet specific volume (𝜐in) of the air
flow by 𝑇𝑎.in and 𝑃12. Determine the outlet specific volume
(𝜐out) of the air flow by 𝑇𝑎.out and 𝑃21.
Step 3. Calculate the total pressure drop (Δ𝑃𝑎) using the
parameters of the air flow in the intercooler. Considering the
pressure drop of inlet channels (Δ𝑃in), the pressure drop of
core part (Δ𝑃core), and the pressure drop of outlet channels
(Δ𝑃out), the total pressure drop (Δ𝑃𝑎) in the intercooler can
be formulated [27] as

Δ𝑃𝑎 = Δ𝑃in + Δ𝑃core + Δ𝑃out
Δ𝑃in = 𝑔2𝑚𝜐in

2 (1 − 𝛼2 + 𝐾in)

Δ𝑃core = 𝑔2𝑚𝜐in
2 [2 (𝜐out

𝜐in − 1) + 4𝑓𝐿1
𝑑𝑒 ⋅ 𝜐𝑚

𝜐in ]

Δ𝑃out = 𝑔2𝑚𝜐out
2 (1 − 𝛼2 − 𝐾out) ,

(2)

where𝑔𝑚 is themass flow rate of air, which can be determined
by the ratio of air flow to the minimum value of the free flow
area. 𝜐𝑚 is the mean specific volume along the component
length and can be obtained approximately by average value
of 𝜐in and 𝜐out. 𝐿1, 𝑑𝑒, and 𝛼 are structure parameters of
heat exchanger, representing length, hydraulic diameter, and
the ratio of channel free flow area to cross-sectional area,
respectively. 𝐾in, 𝐾out, and 𝑓are the pressure loss coefficient
of inlet, the pressure loss coefficient of outlet, and the fanning
friction factor of the core part, respectively. These three
empirical coefficients are all related not only to Reynolds
number but also to channel geometries.

Step 4. Compare Δ𝑃𝑎 with Δ𝑃𝑎. If the difference value of
them can meet the precision requirement, stop the iteration.
Otherwise, come back to Step 1.

Therefore, 𝜀eq can be qualified to act as the only parameter
representing the effect of the indirect intercooler to the exist-
ing gas turbine in the off-design condition of the intercooled
gas turbine.

3.2. Off-Design Performance Computation. On account of
the direct influence of the intercooler to HPC, low pressure
rotor speed (𝑛LC) is selected as an independent parameter
of the intercooled gas turbine. Another two independent
parameters are 𝜀eq and the power turbine speed (𝑛PT); namely,
the intercooled gas turbine has three degrees of freedom.
Accordingly, it can be seen in Figure 2 that 𝑛LC, 𝜀eq, and𝑛PT act as assumed input variables in the off-design behavior
model. In this section, a “decoupling-coupling” scheme is
designed for the numerical simulations for off-design perfor-
mance of intercooled gas turbine. The calculation flow chart
is shown in Figure 3.

Firstly, in decoupling, since 𝜀eq was qualified to be
the only parameter to represent the effect of the indirect
intercooler to the existing gas turbine, the coupling between
the two parts weakened. Therefore once the free parameters

(𝑛LC, 𝑛PT, and 𝜀eq) are assumed, the numerical simulations
for off-design performance of intercooled gas turbine can
be divided into two calculations performed simultaneously.
One is the thermodynamic calculation for the gas turbine on
account of additional temperature drop and pressure drop
caused by the intercooler, which is aimed at searching for its
matching operating points. Another is the thermodynamic
calculation for the intercooler, which is aimed at searching for
its matching operating parameters in the sense of minimum
power consumption of pumps.

Secondly, in coupling, to avoid the negative effects of
intercooling ignored, the power consumption of pumps to
drive EG and seawater is taken into account. Therefore the
final output power of the intercooled gas turbine will be
expressed as the rest of the power of power turbine after
deducting the power consumption of pumps.

As can be seen in the left dotted box of Figure 3, for
the on-engine intercooler, with respect to a certain 𝜀eq, each
set of the parameters of 𝜀on and 𝜀off can determine the
inlet temperature and the outlet temperature of EG. For the
off-engine intercooler, an iteration algorithm is required to
estimate the outlet temperature of seawater (𝑇𝑠.out), which is
detailed as the following steps.

Step 1. Assume a value of 𝑇𝑠.out.
Step 2. Calculate the overall heat transfer coefficient by the
basic equation of heat transfer in the off-engine intercooler
and record it as 𝐾off .

𝐾off = Φ
𝐴 ⋅ Δ𝑡𝑚 , (3)

where Φ is the amount of heat transfer from EG to seawater
and 𝐴 is the total heat transfer area of the off-engine
intercooler. Determine the logarithmic mean temperature
difference Δ𝑡𝑚 which is the logarithmic mean temperature
difference between EG and seawater which can be obtained
by 𝑇EG.in.off , 𝑇EG.out.off , 𝑇𝑠.in, and 𝑇𝑠.out.
Step 3. Calculate the convective heat transfer coefficient of
EG (𝛼EG) and seawater (𝛼𝑠) by the heat transfer correlations
of the off-engine intercooler. Taking no account of fouling
thermal resistance, the overall heat transfer coefficient can be
obtained and recorded as 𝐾off .

𝐾off = ( 1
𝛼EG

+ 1
𝛼𝑠)
−1

. (4)

Step 4. Compare 𝐾off with 𝐾off . If the difference value
between them can meet the precision requirement, stop the
iteration. Otherwise, come back to Step 1.

Hence all parameters about temperature of the off-
engine intercooler have been known; the thermodynamic
calculation for the indirect fluid coupling intercooler can be
treated as the check of two heat exchangers on the basis of
conservation law of energy and conservation law of mass.
With respect to a certain 𝜀eq, each set of the parameters
of 𝜀on and 𝜀off can determine a working condition of the
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Figure 3: Calculation flow chart for off-design performance of intercooled gas turbine.
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indirect fluid coupling intercooler. The pressure drop of air
(Δ𝑃𝑎) and the pressure drop of EG (Δ𝑃EG.on) in the on-
engine intercooler can be determined in the way of formula
(2). The pressure drop of EG (Δ𝑃EG.off ) and the pressure
drop of seawater (Δ𝑃𝑠) in the off-engine intercooler can be
determined by correlation formulas offered by its producer.
The power consumption of pump to drive EG (𝑃𝑃.EG) and
power consumption of pump to drive seawater (𝑃𝑃.𝑠) can be
obtained, too.

Changing the values of 𝜀on and 𝜀off , all of the behavior of
the indirect fluid coupling intercooler can be obtained. It is
not difficult to pick out the optimal working condition of the
intercooler in the sense of the minimum power consumption
of pumps expressed as (𝑃𝑃.EG + 𝑃𝑃.𝑠)min.

As can be seen in the right dotted box of Figure 3, the
thermodynamic calculation for the gas turbine on account
of additional temperature drop and pressure drop caused
by the intercooler has nearly the same rules as that for
common gas turbines [28, 29].The supplied fuel is assumed to
completely combust in combustor and the back pressure on
the power turbine is assumed to be fixed at ambient pressure.
The matching requires satisfying various constraints such as
rotational speed balance between turbines and compressors,
power balance between turbines and compressors, thermal
balance in combustion chamber, pressure balance, and conti-
nuity requirement along flow path. Once all these constraints
are satisfied, the power generated by power turbine (𝑃PT)
can be obtained, and many meaningful operating parameters
can be recorded for analysis purposes, for example, high
pressure rotor speed (𝑛HC), air mass flow rate (𝑚𝑎), fuel mass
flow rate (𝑚𝑓), temperature, and pressure at various stations.
By considering the minimum power consumption of pumps
aforementioned, the output power and the thermal efficiency
of the intercooled gas turbine are formulated as follows:

𝑃GT = 𝑃PT − (𝑃𝑃.EG + 𝑃𝑃.𝑠)min (5)

𝜂GT = 𝑃GT
𝑚𝑓 ⋅ LHV

. (6)

Accordingly, all of the behavior of the intercooled gas
turbine can be obtained by changing values of the free
parameters of 𝑛LC, 𝜀eq, and 𝑛PT.

In this model, component characteristics curves of exist-
ing gas turbine and structure parameters of intercooler are
applied as known input data. Physical parameters such as
specific heat capacity of air, gas, EG, and seawater are all
regarded as functions of temperature and composition. A
MATLAB code has been developed for realizing the off-
design performance computation described by Figure 3.

3.3. Computation Example and Results. The gas turbine in
the research literature [30] is applied to the existing gas
turbine in this computation example with some parameters
kept constant approximately, as shown in Table 1. A reverse
flow plate-fin heat exchanger made of copper-nickel alloy
has been optimized by Zhang [31]. In this study we choose
it as the on-engine intercooler whose geometric structure is
given in Table 2. A product (model BRS06) of Beijing Jinghai

Table 1: Approximate values applied to inputs for computation.

Parameters Values
Total pressure recovery coefficient of inlet (%) 96.8
Total pressure recovery coefficient of exhaust unit (%) 98.8
Mechanical efficiencies of low pressure shaft (%) 99
Mechanical efficiencies of high pressure shaft (%) 99
Bleed flows ratio for HPT cooling (%) 7.4
Bleed flows ratio for LPT cooling (%) 3.2
Bleed flows ratio for PT cooling (%) 2.6
Lower heating value of fuel (MJ/kg) 44.6

Table 2: Geometric structure of the on-engine intercooler.

Parameters Values of the air
side

Values of the
coolant side

Number of fin layers 66 67
Plate pitch (mm) 6.0 2.0
Fin pitch (mm) 2.0 2.0
Plate thickness (mm) 0.3 0.3
Fin thickness (mm) 0.15 0.15
Seal thickness (mm) 6.0 6.0
Volume of intercooler (mm3) 435 × 420 × 400

Table 3: Geometric structure of the off-engine intercooler.

Parameters Values
Plate area (m2) 0.596
Plate thickness (mm) 0.8
Plate pitch (mm) 3.8

Table 4: Value space of free parameters.

Free parameters Minimum values Maximum values Intervals
𝑛LC (r/min) 6000 7700 100
𝜀eq 0 0.75 0.05
𝑛PT (r/min) 2400 3500 100

Heat Transfer EquipmentManufacturing Co., Ltd., acts as the
off-engine intercooler [32]. This is a reverse flow plate heat
exchanger and its structure parameters are listed in Table 3.

From the perspectives of mathematics, with an exist-
ing gas turbine, once the configuration of the intercooler
is picked, almost each possible combination of the free
parameters (𝑛LC, 𝜀eq, and 𝑛PT) can result in a cooperating
point of the intercooled gas turbine based on the model
developed in Section 3.2, unless some parameters conflict
with the constraints in physics (detailed analyses will be
given in Section 4.2). The value ranges and intervals of the
free parameters are listed in Table 4. Based on the known
conditions given above, more than 3000 cooperating points
are obtained by carrying out the off-design behavior model
of the intercooled gas turbine. The corresponding operating
parameters and performance parameters of these points are
recorded for analysis.
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Figure 4: Operating points in LPC map.

4. Off-Design Performance Analysis and
Operating Curve Design

The objective in the following section is to design an
appropriate operating scheme for the intercooled gas turbine
based on graphical method, with full considerations of
requirements of different mission phase of ships, operational
flexibility, and mechanical and thermal constraints of gas
turbine components such as surging of compressors, over-
heating of turbines, and overspeeding of rotors. During this
process the off-design behavior of the intercooled gas turbine
is understood enough too.

4.1. Intercooling Effects on SurgeMargin. As a kind of harmful
abnormal condition of gas turbine, compressor surge presents
the most impassable constraint andmust be avoided anyhow.
Fortunately, the operational range of intercooled gas turbine
in this study cannot be restricted by the compressors’ surge
boundaries. Isolines of 𝜀eq at 0.3 intervals are illustrated in
LPCmap (Figure 4) and in HPCmap (Figure 5), respectively.
It can be observed in Figure 4 that the operating points
with the same 𝜀eq value are almost in one line which moves
away from the surge boundary when 𝜀eq increases; that is,
the surge margin of LPC increases when 𝜀eq increases. In
contrast the operating pointsmove toward upper right almost
along the same line with 𝜀eq increasing, as can be seen in
Figure 5. On the basis of aforementioned reason, It is not
necessary to mention the surge margin below as the con-
straint in the performance optimization of the intercooled gas
turbine.

4.2. Operating Curve Design. By regarding the equivalent
effectiveness as an additional degree of freedom, operation
curve design of the intercooled gas turbine can be performed
based on isosurfaces in a three-dimensional space with
dimensionless coordinates of 𝑛PT, 𝜀eq, and 𝑃GT (Figure 6).
Here a parameter with a horizontal line on top expresses the
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ratio of the value at present (intercooled cycle) to the value at
the design point of the existing gas turbine (simple cycle).

4.2.1. Maximum Power with Time Limit (Status A). The
maximum power permits a ship to obtain maximum speed
and excellent maneuverability within a short time, while
components of gas turbine are mostly subject to hard oper-
ating conditions, among which HPT inlet temperature (TIT)
has a crucial effect on gas turbine. In this case a TIT of 1532K
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Figure 7: Meaningful parameters of intercooled gas turbine for TIT = 1532K.

at the design point of the existing gas turbine is regarded as
the upper limit of the TIT of the intercooled gas turbine. So
the maximum power point of the intercooled gas turbine can
be found at the peak of the isosurface of 1532K, marked with
letter A (0.9767, 0.2983, and 1.091) in Figure 6.

Figure 7 provides some meaningful parameters of the
intercooled gas turbine with constant TIT of 1532K in two-
dimensional coordinate planes. The design point of the
existing gas turbine (simple cycle) is marked on the bottom
right of the figure. As illustrated in Figure 7(a), in order to
keep TIT constant, fuel consumption (𝑚𝑓) has to increase
with 𝜀eq increasing and hence more fresh air (𝑚𝑎) is required.
Although reducing the pressure ratio of LPC (𝜋LC) and
increasing the rotating speed of LPC (𝑛LC) can result in
increasing of the air mass flow (𝑚𝑎), neither 𝑛LC nor 𝑚𝑎
can increase infinitely because 𝑛LC must be constrained
by mechanical load and 𝑚𝑎 by compressor characteristics.
Keeping TIT = 1532K, when 𝜀eq increases to 0.30, 𝑛LC reaches
its maximum 7700 r/min (given in Table 4). Then keeping
𝑛LC = 7700 r/min, with increasing 𝜀eq further from the value
of 0.30, the intercooled gas turbine still can work in certain
extent (from 0.3 to 0.35) by reducing 𝜋LC and increasing 𝑚𝑎,
but the increasing of𝑚𝑎 becomesweaker andweaker until𝑚𝑎
cannot increase further because of the choke of LPC, while
𝜂LC and 𝜂HC drop in this process, leading to 𝑃GT dropping. In
addition, it can be seen in Figure 7(b) that the isolines of the

efficiency of power turbine (𝜂PT) are approximately vertical
with horizontal axis and lower obviously with 𝑛PT decreasing,
leading to 𝑃GT dropping too. So the maximum power point
(A) of the intercooled gas turbine is located on the upper right
of Figure 7. Based on the above analysis, objective assessment
to status A is given that the intercooler cannot perform fully
in this case and the power enhancement of the intercooled
gas turbine is not as remarkable as that of others with some
components redesign.

We can find in Figure 7(b) that HPC subjects lower
centrifugal stress due to the rotating speed of HPC (𝑛HC)
reducing with 𝜀eq increasing. In addition, turbines subject
lower thermal stress due to the cooling air temperatures
reducing with 𝜀eq increasing. The only one disadvantageous
effect on reliability of the intercooled gas turbine at status
A is that about 3.4% overspeed of the low pressure shaft is
required. And just for high TIT and 𝑛LC, time limit must be
considered when the intercooled gas turbine operates at this
condition.

4.2.2. MaximumContinuous Power (Status B). Asmentioned
above, about 10% power enhancement of the intercooled gas
turbine is realized by keeping TIT at 1532K with 3.49% over-
speed penalty of low pressure shaft, which brings time limit.
So maximum power without time limit for ships to obtain
maximum continuous cruising speed is another important
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Figure 8: Meaningful parameters of intercooled gas turbine for TIT = 1481 K.

status that needs to be determined. For the purposes of
extending system life, a slightly conservative assumption is
made in this case that a TIT of 1481 K (the TIT level at
90% part-load of the existing gas turbine) acts as tolerable
maximum value for continued operating of the intercooled
gas turbine, while all the other operating parameters should
be no longer permitted to exceed their values of the design
point of the existing gas turbine too.

Figure 8 shows some meaningful parameters of inter-
cooled gas turbine with constant TIT of 1481 K. Given the
same values of 𝑛PT and 𝜀eq, decreasing TIT from 1532K
(Figure 7) to 1481 K (Figure 8) brings some different behaviors
as follows: 𝑃GT decreases, as also can be observed in Figure 6
obviously that the isosurface of 1481 K locates under the
isosurface of 1532K; 𝜂GT decrease as well; the tolerable
operating range expands upward.

As can be seen in Figure 8(a), reducing only the parameter
of 𝜀eq leads to lower 𝑃GT and higher 𝜂GT. So it is beneficial to
carry out part-load by means of reducing 𝜀eq rather than by
reducing TIT. In addition, it can be observed in Figure 8(a)
that the peaks of power isolines and the bottoms of efficiency
isolines have almost the same value of 𝑛PT (about 0.95).
Whether increasing or decreasing only the parameter of
𝑛PT from the value of 0.95, the performance parameters
of 𝑃GT and 𝜂GT drop. The aforementioned characteristic
points (peaks and bottoms) with better performance form
the local ridge of the isosurface of TIT (1481 K) in the

three-dimensional space (Figure 6). Then the maximum
power point without time limit (marked with letter B) is
defined by the intersection of the local ridge and the isosur-
face of 𝑛LC = 1. Compared with 90% part-load of the existing
gas turbine, the output power at status B (0.9427, 0.2483, and
0.9587) increases by 6.52% after adopting intercooling.

4.2.3. Operating Curve between Statuses A and B. Perfor-
mance calculation indicated that points A and B have almost
the same efficiency value (0.3249). The isosurface of 𝜂GT
(0.3249) has been drawn in Figure 6 and its local valley
(marked with curve V) has been extracted on it. The local
valley represents minimum fuel burn for the same power.
It can be observed that points A and B lie nearby on the
two sides of the local valley. On the other hand the same
time limit is assumed at every power status above B by
considering mechanical constraints and thermal constraints.
Therefore the phase between A and B can be regarded as a
pure transitionwhich is not very important to be optimized at
steady state conditions. So a simple and reasonable approach
to obtain the operating curve of this transitional phase is to
connect A and B along the shortest path on the isosurface of
𝜂GT (0.3249).

4.2.4. Operating Curve below Status B. Figure 9 shows
some meaningful parameters of intercooled gas turbine with
constant TIT of 1350K. Figure 9(a) shows that the peaks
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Figure 9: Meaningful parameters of intercooled gas turbine for TIT = 1350K.

of power isolines and the bottoms of efficiency isolines
move left at the same time by lowering 𝜀eq. Comparison of
Figure 9 with Figures 7 and 8 shows that the improvement
of 𝑃GT by adopting intercooling becomes more notable with
the decreasing of TIT. For example, 𝑃GT can be enhanced
more than 25% because 𝑛LC is no longer being constrained
(Figure 9(b)).

In this case heat efficiency of the intercooled cycle is
always smaller than that of simple cycle at every TIT level
(Figures 7–9). So the intercooler is not necessary to work
when simple cycle can fulfill the output power. In the coor-
dinate plane where 𝜀eq equals zero (Figure 6), an optimized
operating curve (E-F) is obtained by conventional means of
linking the bottoms of the isolines of 𝜂GT. It intersectswith the
isosurface of TIT (1481 K) at point F (0.9975, 0, and 0.8780).
On the other hand, based on aforementioned characteristics
given to the local ridge on the isosurface of TIT (1481 K), the
next operating curve below B will go along the ridge until
arriving point C (0.9427, 0, and 0.8815) where 𝜀eq reduces to
zero (Figure 6).The gap between points C and F brings at least
three schemes to be chosen for appropriate operating curve
below status B.

The first scheme (curve BFE) presented in Figure 6 is
obtained by linking points B and F directly on the isosurface
of TIT (1481 K). In doing so a vertical plane going through
points B and F is used to intersect the isosurface of TIT
(1481 K). The bottom half (EF) of the resulting curve (BFE)

can keep optimal while the upper half (BF) loses a little
efficiency. Besides, 𝑛PT is unable to hold monotone.

The second scheme (curve BCFE) is obtained by linking
points C and F. Both the upper section (BC) and the bottom
section (EF) can keep optimized performance. Although
the middle section (CF) also has satisfactory performance
for its locating on isosurface of TIT (1481 K), a noticeable
disadvantage is that 𝑛PT cannot hold monotone too. Besides,
it can be observed in Figure 6 that a slight change of
𝑃GT (1%) in CF demands a violent change of 𝑛PT (5%)
correspondingly. Such an unusual local static amplification
will arouse difficulty for controlling of the intercooled gas
turbine.

The third scheme (curve BCDE) is obtained by using an
auxiliary vertical line (CD) to replace the upper part of the
curve EF, where D is the point of intersection of EF and
the vertical line (CD) (seen in Figure 6). This method can
keep better efficiency in the upper section (BC) and bottom
section (DE) and can overcome the nonmonotone of 𝑛PT.The
defect of the method is that the efficiency drops in themiddle
section (CD). Based on the analysis above the third scheme is
selected in this case as the operating curve below status B of
the intercooled gas turbine in this case.

Thus, an appropriate operating curve (ABCDE) is defined
in three-dimensional space for the intercooled gas turbine at
the steady state, which covers the power range lasting from
below 34% to above 109% of the design point of the existing
gas turbine.
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Figure 10: Values of some significant parameters on the optimal operating curve.

4.3. Control Strategy at the Steady State Conditions. Values
of some consequential parameters of the intercooled gas
turbine along the resulting operating curve (ABCDE) in the
previous section are reported in Figure 10. These parameters
are regarded as functions of dimensionless output power
of the intercooled gas turbine. In doing so a 100% load of
the intercooled cycle is defined at point A (109.1% load of
the design point of simple cycle) and then every point on
the operating curve can be represented by its corresponding
percentage power value. After such a conversion the power
range along the operating curve in Figure 10 lasts from 30%
to 100%.

As can be seen in Figure 10, the optimized operating
process of the intercooled gas turbine in this case is charac-
terized by follows: (1) 𝑛PT keeps as a constant in the power
range from 60% to 90% part-load. (2) 𝜀eq keeps as zero
in the power range below 80% part-load. (3) TIT keeps
as a constant in the power range from 80% to 90% part-
load. With these boundaries serving as demarcation points,
a subdivision control strategy (being divided into 4 sections)
can be adopted for the intercooled gas turbine in this case
at the steady state conditions. Although the applying of 𝜀eq
simplified the performance calculations and operating curve
definition due to reducing the degrees of freedom by one,
the on-engine intercooler and the off-engine intercooler need
to be controlled, respectively, in practical running. So the
section from 90% to 100% part-load is the most complex one

in which four drive parameters are required simultaneously,
that is, fuel mass flow rate (𝑚𝑓), power consumption of pump
for EG (𝑃𝑃.EG), power consumption of pump for seawater
(𝑃𝑃.𝑠), and power turbine speed (𝑛PT, often being realized
by pitch control). Comparatively speaking the section from
60% to 80% part-load is the simplest one with a single drive
parameter of 𝑚𝑓 while the other three parameters keep as
constants. The numbers of drive parameters in the section
from 30% to 60% part-load and the section from 80% to 90%
part-load are two and three, respectively.

Along the operating range from 30% up to 80%, all
parameters increase monotonically in order to enhance
output power (𝑃GT). In contrast once the intercooler switch
is at 80% part-load, the parameters of 𝑛𝐻 and 𝜋LC can no
longer hold monotone in order to fulfill the matching among
components, while 𝑃GT continues increasing due to TIT
and OPR and 𝑚𝑎 increase monotonically. Thermal efficiency
(𝜂GT) drops in the operating range from 80% to 100% because
the line of 𝑚𝑓 becomes more steep. It can be observed in
Figure 10 that the maximum 𝜂GT occurs at 80% part-load.

5. Conclusion

This work studied off-design performance calculation and
operating curve design of marine intercooled gas turbine at
steady state conditions. Major conclusions were drawn as
follows:
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(1) Regarding the defined equivalent effectiveness of
an indirect fluid coupling intercooler as additional
degree of freedom, taking the power consumption of
pumps into account, a “decoupling-coupling” model
of a marine intercooled gas turbine was developed for
obtaining its off-design performance at steady state.
Calculation results showed that the performance
improvement of the intercooled gas turbine without
any components redesignedwas limitedmainly by the
inherent characteristic of the low pressure compres-
sor.This limitation made the intercooler effectiveness
be extravagant, which has been optimized based on
the operating condition of a simple cycle gas tur-
bine. The issues just indicate that certain conditions
for optimizing often lead to uncertain optimization
results. So it is necessary to think highly of the
coupling between the intercooler and the existing
gas turbine not only in operation curve optimization
of an intercooled gas turbine but also in structural
optimization of an intercooler. The coupling model
developed in this study will be beneficial to the rec-
ommended integration optimization design in future
research activities.

(2) With some geometric elements (peaks, ridges, or
valleys on isosurfaces) revealing their potential for
performance optimization, graphical method was
applied to design the operating curve in three-
dimensional space for an intercooled gas turbine at
the steady state. Optimization results showed that
the intercooling reforming (without any components
redesigned) enhanced power level only by approx-
imately 10% and even with some heat efficiency
decreasing. This regret can be compensated to some
extent by fewer reconstruction costs and superior
reliability. Future investigations will deal with the
performance optimization of an intercooled gas tur-
bine with some new components by the graphical
method proposed in this study to demonstrate its
flexibility and workability further. The effect of inter-
cooler effectiveness on the trade-off among output
power, efficiency and lifetime will also be part of the
investigation.

(3) For satisfying mechanical and thermal constraints
as well as adapting typical sailing phase of ships,
the control strategy of the intercooled gas turbine at
steady state conditions was designed to subsection
control, substantially being a kind of variable cycle
control. According to the steeper trend of the fuel flow
rate in the intercooling sections (Figure 10), one can
infer that accidental shutdown of the intercooler will
probably lead to overheat of turbines and overspeed
of the high pressure shaft. So intercooling brings some
problems about transient behaviors of the system and
the work presented here can be expected to provide
some reference for dynamic researching aboutmarine
intercooled gas turbine.

Notation

Acronyms

HPC: High pressure compressor
HPT: High pressure turbine
ICDP: Intercooled cycle design point
ICOP: Intercooled cycle operating point
LHV: Low heat value of fuel
LPC: Low pressure compressor
LPT: Low pressure turbine
OPR: Overall pressure ratio
PT: Power turbine
RGB: Reduction gearbox
SCDP: Simple cycle design point
TIT: Turbine inlet temperature

Variables

𝐾: Overall heat transfer coefficient
𝑚: Mass flow rate (kg/s)
𝑛: Rotational speed (r/min)
𝑃: Power (W)
𝑝: Pressure (Pa)
𝑇: Temperature (K)
Δ𝑝: Pressure drop (Pa)

Greek Symbols

𝜀: Heat exchanger effectiveness
𝜂: Isentropic efficiency
𝜂𝑚: Mechanical efficiency
𝜋: Pressure ratio
Φ: Amount of heat

Subscripts

𝑎: Air
cor: Corrected parameter
EG: Ethylene glycol
𝑓: Fuel
GT: Gas turbine
𝑔: Gas
𝐻: High pressure shaft
HC: High pressure compressor
HT: High pressure turbine
in: Inlet section
𝐿: Low pressure shaft
LC: Low pressure compressor
LT: Low pressure turbine
out: Outlet section
on: On-engine intercooler
off: Off-engine intercooler
𝑃: Pump
PT: Power turbine
𝑠: Seawater.
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